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From our President!  
 

Hi Everyone, 
Winter has finally left us and everyone is excited to be out tracking. TCV has started the season of events 
with a Spring test and a well attended Beginner Clinic. I want to thank all the members that volunteer to 
make our events a success. Without their help TCV would be limited to just a few events. 
 
A special thank you to Mie Kingsley for leading TCV for several years. Mie gives so much of her time, 
talent and knowledge to our club. She is truly the heart of TCV. Thank you Mie, for all you do and the 
encouragement you give to all members. 
 
Enjoy the summer. 
Charlene 
 

 

From the Editor: 
 
Hello TCVer’s! 
 
My apologies for being so slow getting this newsletter out. My old laptop crashed and I lost much of the 
information I had saved for the next edition. I’m back in business and would like to say I’ve learned a 

valuable lesson about backing my files up….. we’ll see how long it lasts! 😊 
Happy Tracking! 
Linda Shelvey 

 
Spring Test Report: 
 
 TCV Members, 

       

Here is a report on our TD/TDX Spring Test . April 23, 2017. 

 

 

A special thanks to Sonja Blanchard for taking the pictures and sharing them with us and to 

Emily and Ilene for the report. 

 

 



 

 

 

April 23rd TD/TDX Test 

 

Another TCV TD/TDX test is in the books, and a great day it was! The weather was perfect, the 

fields were good, and three of the four TD entrants passed! All three of the new TDs are TCV 

members, and it is great to see the home teams successful! 

 

The new TDs are Annie Davis and her Bernese Mountain Dog Luca with track 1, David Bargfrede 

and his GSD Sequin on track 2, and Juliana Goodwin and her GSD Gabriel on track 3. Well done 

and congratulations to these three teams! On to the TDX!! Also, club member Eric Weglarz 

certified his Labrador Retriever at the conclusion of this year's spring test. Congratulations Eric! 

 

Unfortunately none of the five TDX entrants passed. Each team did well, and for three of the 

teams the cross tracks were more interesting than the actual tracks, and the dogs took the cross 

tracks. The TDX, as we all know, is a very challenging test, and these dogs will certainly pass the 

TDX in the future. 

 

As we all know it takes lots of folks working together to hold a successful tracking test. First 

and foremost we can't have a test without judges, and so thank you judges Ruth Vaughan (TD), 

Lynda Morgan-Gardiner (TDX and TD), and Martha Campbell (TDX and TD). We also had an 

apprentice TD judge, Jody Fraser, with us, and that worked out very well. And thank you, Kevin 

Gardiner, for driving the judges from field to field on both plotting day Saturday and test day 

Sunday. That was a huge help! 

 

We also can't have a test without the tracklayers! TD tracklayers were Joyce and Michael Pedone. 

TDX tracklayers were Rene' Bugnon, Bob Giffen, and Dick Munson. TDX cross tracks were put in 

by Veronica Metivier and Patty McWilliams with Patty doing the driving from track to track on 

Saturday and Sunday. Rene' was chief tracklayer for both the TD and the TDX, and his help with 

co-ordinating the tracklaying for both tests and driving tracklayers around was super! He also 

drew all the TD and TDX maps on the foam boards, transported supplies and equipment to 

Smokey House from Mie's and Glenn's barn, and repaired the flags. Tracklayers, you were all 

wonderful! Thank you all so much!! 

 

Hospitality was expertly chaired by Kathy Murphy who did a wonderful job feeding folks on 

plotting day Saturday and co-ordinating lunch for everybody Sunday. Kathy was ably assisted by 

Mitzi Giffen and Linda Barfrede, and according to Kathy she couldn't have done it without their 

help. And we couldn't have had the lunch without all the wonderful food that TCV members 

brought for the lunch. Linda also handled the sale of TCV shirts and other items, and both Linda 

and Mitzi took care of the raffle. You were great! Thank you! 

 

And last, but certainly not least, Joan Sullivan was her wonderfully organized person in handling 

all the trophies and awards and the wonderful items for the track draws. Thank you! And thank 

you Pam Badger, for hosting the pre-test dinner at your home Saturday evening. 

 

So to the judges, tracklayers, hospitality, trophy chair, pre-test dinner hostess and everybody 

who made this a test a success thank you again TCV couldn't hold these tests without its 

members being willing to step up to the plate and work. You are the best!! 

 

Emily McDermott, Test Secretary 

Ilene Morgan, Test Chair 

 
 



 
 

TD Pictures Spring 2017 

 
A TD for the pup!!! 

“Spruce Peak Luca Von Edelweiss earned his first title today. Thank you judges Lynda Morgan, 
Ruth Vaughan and the Tracking Club of Vermont. To Mie Kingsley for sharing her expertise, we 
couldn't have done it without you!” 

 

 
Juliana Goodwin and Gabrielle 

 

 

 
Dave Bargfrede and Sequin 



 
 

Tracking Club of Vermont  
Dana Avison Award 

2016 
 
 

This award is presented to the club member who demonstrated exceptional service to 
the club and dedication to the sport of tracking. 
This year’s winner…..Kathy Murphy ! 

  
 

TCV Members - 

 

I want to thank all the members that thought I was worthy of receiving the Dana Avison Award! 

 

I was totally surprised! As many of you know, I am never speechless, but I sure was then. I've only been a 

member a couple of years, but I've always believed that if you are a part of something, be a true part of it. 

Not just to have your name on a membership list. I am always willing to do jobs that others may not want, 

but those folks are usually doing the bigger jobs.  Whatever is needed for our club in any endeaver, to 

always have the success that we have had.  

 

They say it takes a village to do something, and I am so proud of our club for the "village" that always 

comes thru to help in so many ways. 

 

Thank you all again, as it is quite an honor. 

 

- Kathy Murphy 

 

 
 

TCV President, Charlene Lundeen (L) presents well-deserved award to Kathy Murphy 
 
 
 



Beginners’ Clinic Report : 
 

 

On Saturday, May 13, TCV held its annual Beginners' Clinic at Smokey House Center. We had a full house 

this year of 14 working participants (or 15 if you consider that one participant was pregnant!), with breeds 

including All-Americans, Bernese, Chinooks and more. The weather was perfect for tracking, cool and 

damp but no rain until we finished up. Participants were taught the basics of tracking through lecture and 

fieldwork. They also learned how to plot a track and draw useful maps in the infamous lemon mapmaking 

exercise. (On Sat we used clementines instead of lemons. Teams had to create, walk and map their own 

track in a 5 acre field, leaving the clementine at the end. Later in the day they had to use their map to find 

their clementine.) Looking down the line during the field work, I saw that every dog was working hard to 

find their treats and/or their gloves. 

 

As always, this clinic could not exist without a dedicated team of volunteers. Our hospitality needs were 

amply met by Kathy Murphy in the kitchen. Ginny Wilson and Ruger wowed the crowd with their 

tracking demo. Alan Shelvey lectured and did all the math(!) for our pace calculation contest (won by TCV 

member and participant Dee Bort.)  

Charlene Lundeen got the packets together and wrangled volunteers. I handled the Powerpoint 

presentation. All these folks also helped with the fieldwork, as well as Dave Bargfrede, Annie Davis, Heidi 

Henderson and Joyce Pedone. Pam Badger handled the paperwork. The annual clinic brings in the largest 

income of any event in the TCV year and helps cover test losses, so we are very appreciative of all the 

great help. Another terrific Beginners' Clinic in the books! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

TCV TDU WORKSHOP 

TCV’s first TDU workshop was held Sunday, September 4, 2017 at Castleton State University, 

Castleton, VT.  The weather was perfect, and eight teams and two auditors participated in this 

introduction to urban tracking. 

The suggestion for TCV to sponsor a TDU workshop was enthusiastically presented to TCV 

members at the August 2016 meeting by TCV’s very experienced urban tracking club member and TDU 

and VST judge Ilene Morgan.  The workshop was approved, and Ilene no sooner had emailed members 

about the workshop than it filled with members and their dogs eager to find out what urban tracking and 

the TDU are all about. 

The following teams participated in the workshop:  Pam Badger and Phoebe, Annie Davis and 

Greta, Karen Ferrano and Leika, Deb Granquist and Piper, Laura Malinconico and Sam Adams, Bev 

Matthews and Logi, Linda Shelvey and Willoughby, and Ginny Wilson and Ruger.  Mie Kinsley and 

Joyce Pedone were the auditors. 

Ilene Morgan and Lynda Morgan, both experienced judges who have judged many TDU tests, 

shared instructional responsibilities for the workshop.  They were assisted by Emily McDermott who put 

in the majority of the TDU style tracks according to a campus map plan prepared by Ilene.  

The workshop began in the morning with a brief presentation by Ilene and Lynda regarding TDU 

regulations, differences between the TD and TDU, and also included pointers about urban style tracking 

and how to read your dogs on an urban track.  Following this introduction a draw was held to determine 

the running order of the eight tracks. 

After the track draw each working team, accompanied by Ilene, ran its track.  Having Ilene right 

behind each handler offering comments and suggestions was an invaluable learning experience for the 

handlers.  There was also a gallery following the tracking team on each track.  Lynda provided a very 

informative narrative to the folks in the gallery so they were also learning things about urban tracking 

during every track.  Each track presented slightly different urban challenges, so many elements of urban 

tracking were introduced to both the tracking teams and the gallery during the workshop. 

Watching the teams work their tracks was very interesting.  Some dogs and handlers did very 

well with their first urban tracking experience, and others had a more difficult time.  All teams, though, 

were enthusiastic, and there were some amazing and surprising results from some teams.  At the 

conclusion of running all the tracks a short wrap-up session was held to discuss the day’s experiences.  

Remarks were overwhelmingly positive with the strong recommendation to have another urban tracking 

workshop in 2017.  

Thank you Ilene for suggesting and successfully putting together this workshop in a matter of 

weeks and thank all of you for entering it.  And many thanks to both Ilene and Lynda for their wonderful 

and knowledgeable instruction during the workshop and to Emily, the chief tracklayer, and everyone else 

who stepped in when needed to help out.  Many TCV members are now excited about urban tracking, and 

the club has responded by holding not only a summer VST but a fall TDU.  We love our fields and 

woods, but urban tracking is exciting and challenging and here to stay! 



TDU Pictures : 

 

Laura Malinconico and Sam Adams 

 

Ginny Wilson and Ruger 

 

Beverly Matthew and Lonie 

 

Deb Grandquist and Piper 

 



 
 
 

In Memory: 
 

Peter Rosengarten 

Peter Rosengarten was a founding member of TCV.  Peter was from Weston, Vt. He tracked with 

Rottweilers. He held the distinction of being TCV’s first passing TD team, with Talker, Seren’s Mountain 

Master V Gus.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copied from: The Islander, December 6, 2016 Page 12 in recognition of Ilene Morgan's nice achievement! 

2 Dogs passed the TDU on the same day! WOW! 

 

Island Labs Pass Tracking Dog Urban Test 

 

 

A big congratulations to Star and Dixie, owned by Grand Isle’s Ilene Morgan, who successful passed a 

Tracking Dog Urban test held at Castleton University November 26. As you can tell from the photo, it was 

a long day for the labs with Champion Bentley cheering them on. From left to right: Star, Dixie and 

Bentley 

 
 

 

 



 
 

TCV Member Tibby Chase honored by AKC! 
 

The American Kennel Club® (AKC) is proud to announce the winners of the 2017 AKC® Lifetime 

Achievement Awards: Patricia W. Laurans (Conformation), Elizabeth (Tibby) Chase (Companion Events) 

and Jim Campbell (Performance). 

  

The Awards, created by AKC President Dennis Sprung, are presented in recognition of exceptional 

participation and achievement within the dog fancy. The finalists and winners, based on nominations from 

AKC member clubs, have impacted the dog sport on a national level through club involvement, judging, 

exhibiting, breeding and teaching. 

  

Conformation 

 

Patricia W. Laurans, of Newtown, Connecticut, has been active in dogs for over 50 years as an exhibitor, 

all-breed handler and breeder of Best in Show, National Specialty winning and top producing German 

Wirehaired Pointers. 

  

She has served as Delegate for the German Wirehaired Pointer Club of America for over 30 years. During 

that time she was elected to the AKC Board of Directors and started an AKC Breeders Education program 

and helped establish the Junior Scholarship program. 

  

When Pat left the Board of Directors in 2000 she was elected to the Parent Club Committee and has served 

as its Chairperson from 2000 to the present. During this tenure she helped establish the Parent Club 

Conference Program and chaired three National Parent Club Conferences. In 2013 she helped establish the 

AKC Reunite Pet Disaster Trailer Program and serves as its co-chairman.  Read more 

  

Companion Events 

  

Elizabeth (Tibby) Chase, of Monson, Massachusetts, desperately wanted a Welsh pony as a child, but her 

sensible parents presented her with a Pembroke Welsh Corgi. This little dog introduced Tibby to the 

challenging world of dog training and was her first high in trial dog in 1961. She has been involved with 

dogs, dog training and Corgis ever since. 

  

While obedience is her first love, Tibby has successfully trained and shown dogs in rally, tracking, agility, 

herding, and conformation. One ‘special’ Pembroke, “Tyler”, Ch. Heronsway Free Style UDT ROMX, is 

one of a few obedience titled dogs to win the breed at Westminster. In very limited breeding, Tibby 

produced several Pembroke champions and others that excelled in obedience, herding and agility. Read 

more 



  

  

Performance 

  

Jim Campbell, of Marrero, Louisiana, grew up in in rural Mississippi in the 1950’s and 60’s. Rabbit 

hunting with grade beagles instilled in him a love for the sport. In 1978 he got his first AKC registered 

beagles. After moving to New Orleans he met Maurice Ellis, Rannie Ladner and Tommy Moffet. Jim gives 

credit to them for teaching him what to look for in a hound and how to condition them. His first good dog 

was Jazztown T-Beau, who had a great nose, outstanding line control and check work that set the standard 

for what he looks for in a dog to this day. 

  

Jim has bred many worthy hounds over the years, seven of which finished as AKC field champions. He 

finished four field champions himself, two of which went on to win the AKC SPO Nationals. FC JO's 

Hustler won the Southern States Championship twice. FC Huff's Riverland Charter won the SPO Nationals 

in 2007, and to date has produced six field champions. Jim also owned Tommy's Talking Deacon and Blue 

Ann. The latest field champion that he finished is FC JO's Shaq. Read More 

  

The honorees, who were selected from votes cast by AKC member clubs, will receive engraved Revere 

bowls on Friday, December 16, 2016 at the Delegates luncheon held in conjunction with the AKC National 

Championship presented by Royal Canin in Orlando, Florida. A sterling silver Tiffany and Co. bowl, 

engraved with the names of all recipients past and present, is on permanent display at AKC headquarters in 

New York City. 

  

For more information on the recipients, go to http://www.akc.org/about/awards-and-honors/lifetime-

achievement/recipients/2017/  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sonja Blanchard and Quincy :  
 

 
 

 

When I brought Quincy home almost 6 years ago I set a big goal. I wanted to earn the Masters Versatility 

award for Beardie . Some told me I was a bit crazy. Yeah well maybe. In order to achieve it you have to 

compete in 5 or more venues of competition and earn a performance championship and at least 15titles with 

no more than 6 in a catagory. It did seem like a big goal but I was determined that we could do it. I assumed 

that performance CH would come in agility as that is what I had mostly done with my other beardies. But 

when Quincy didn't share their same love of the sport I had to start rethinking my plan. She took to tracking 

and herding from the start so I knew it would have to come in one of those probably. Today it was officially 

announced in the bagpipes that by earning our HC we did indeed earn the Masters Versatility award. So 

proud of Quincy for taking on all the challenges that I have put in front of her. Some were not her favorite 

but she rose to the occassion for me.. Thank you to all the trainers and my breed handlers I have worked 

with along the way and to achieve our ultimate goal. She will not be awarded the certificate until next fall, 

but here is the piece in the bagpipes  

 

2017 Versatility  

DC Lil’Clove True Grit VCD1 RE HSAsd HIAsd HXAd  

MX MXJ XF CGC (Quincy) owned and handled by Sonja  

Blanchard of Woodstock, VT finished the requirements for her herding championship just a week after 

winning HIT at the Sunday BCCA Nationals herding trial. Quincy is the first MV award winner of 2017 and 

the 16th in the history of the BCCA Versatility program. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

Sammy’s Adventure : 
 

 On Monday, May 22, I received a panicked call from club member Jane Klonsky that her Golden 

Retriever, Sammy, had taken off at a local Arts Center in Manchester and had not been seen since. He was 

wearing a harness and dragging a long tracking lead. What followed was 26 hours of worry,  long fruitless 

hikes and tremendous support from friends, community members and dog loving strangers.  Finally a 

woman called Jane to say that she had seen Sammy crossing a nearby road not long after he went missing. 

Based on that tip, we focused on a new search area and at around 10am Tuesday morning Joyce Pedone, 

Linda Shelvey and I were lucky enough to find Sammy tangled in the underbrush not far from his home. 

He was dirty and hungry, but none the worse for wear. Watching Sammy be reunited with Jane was a truly 

happy ending. 

What worked to bring Sammy home: 

 

• Sheer manpower and having a huge number of searchers was a great help. The tremendous number 

of dedicated volunteers ensured that areas were well searched. People came from surrounding towns and 

many spent hours hiking in the woods throughout the day and night. 

• Lost Dog signs with good information and a picture were posted throughout the Arts Center, 

nearby neighborhoods and in town. The tip that changed our search area was prompted by the caller 

seeing a Lost Dog sign. 

• Social media was a huge help in getting the word out about Sammy, coordinating searchers and 

keeping people up to date. Local police departments, animal controls, schools, veterinarians and dog 

businesses were contacted about Sammy. Good communication was key, including Jane being available 

via cell phone when the important tip was called in. 

What surprised us when we found Sammy: 

• Sammy was found less than half a mile from his house and within earshot of other houses. 

Searchers had passed by him in the heavy cover of the woods earlier that morning. Sammy did not make a 

sound to alert them, instead staying hunkered down in the brush. 

The most important lesson - trust your instincts: 

• Jane said again and again that she was concerned that Sammy was tangled in the underbrush due to 

his long leash - and he was. Many searchers hiked miles out into the woods but Sammy was less than a 

quarter mile from where he was last seen. 

• Even though Sammy had never walked from home to the Arts Center, he was clearly heading back 

home when he became tangled. Despite the fact that Jane said he wouldn't cross the road, in hindsight we 

should have focused on the path back to Jane's home sooner on. 

What didn't work: 

• Many volunteers came out from TCV to help search for Sammy. But the use of a tracking dog in 

this situation was not really warranted or helpful. Sammy and Jane walked at the park every day, so their 

scent was probably in many places. In addition, there were many searchers leaving their own scent tracks 

and our dogs are trained to follow humans, rather than animals. Linda was going to try to track with 

Willough, but decide against it that morning. 

• Many people suggested consulting Animal Communicators to speak with Sammy while he was 

lost. Although they all felt Sammy was alive, ultimately their communications did not yield useful 

information in finding Sammy.  

• Services such as FindToTo.com can be contracted to make robo-calls to the homes in the area 

where the pet was lost, alerting homeowners to keep their eyes open. This can be very useful in densely 

populated neighborhoods, but is not as efficient in rural or sparsely populated locations. 

In the future: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=987049578073531&set=pcb.987061878072301&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=987049578073531&set=pcb.987061878072301&type=3


• Sammy was microchipped already, but going forward he will also be wearing GPS technology 

which will enable Jane to locate him if he goes missing again. There are a number of companies, including 

AKC, who market these types of products. 

 
- Cheers, Mie 

 
 

                  
 
This is the area where Sam was lost. It is vast and wild behind the Arts Center! We were so lucky 
to get a tip that he had crossed the road from the art center. Yellow dot is approx. where he ran 
off and red dot is where he was found. White dot is Sam’s home. Amazing he could get that far 
thru dense brush dragging a 20' lead. Mie, Joyce McKearin Pedone and I were spread out in a 
line across the woods. Sam didn't move or make a peep as we approached. Thank goodness Mie 
saw him!!!!!! 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 

TCV’s Beginner Tracking Clinic 
 
On Saturday, May 13, TCV held its annual Beginners' Clinic at Smokey House Center. We had a 
full house this year of 14 working participants (or 15 if you consider that one participant was 
pregnant!), with breeds including All-Americans, Bernese, Chinooks and more. The weather was 
perfect for tracking, cool and damp but no rain until we finished up. Participants were taught the 
basics of tracking through lecture and fieldwork. They also learned how to plot a track and draw 
useful maps in the infamous lemon mapmaking exercise. (On Sat we used clementines instead of 
lemons. Teams had to create, walk and map their own track in a 5 acre field, leaving the 
clementine at the end. Later in the day they had to use their map to find their clementine.) 
Looking down the line during the field work, I saw that every dog was working hard to find their 
treats and/or their gloves. 
 
As always, this clinic could not exist without a dedicated team of volunteers. Our hospitality 
needs were amply met by Kathy Murphy in the kitchen. Ginny Wilson and Ruger wowed the 
crowd with their tracking demo. Alan Shelvey lectured and did all the math(!) for our pace 
calculation contest (won by TCV member and participant Dee Bort.) Charlene Lundeen got the 
packets together and wrangled volunteers. I handled the Powerpoint presentation. All these folks 
also helped with the fieldwork, as well as Dave Bargfrede, Annie Davis, Heidi Henderson and 
Joyce Pedone. Pam Badger handled the paperwork. The annual clinic brings in the largest income 
of any event in the TCV year and helps cover test losses, so we are very appreciative of all the 
great help. Another terrific Beginners' Clinic in the books! 

 
 

VST at Castleton University – June 24 : 
 
 

Saturday was an exciting night as TCV saw our 3rd ever pass in the VST at Castleton University. 
Judges Mike Clemens and Arthur Twiss laid some great tracks. The weather was cooperative and 
not too hot, with some rain earlier in the day. The campus was a bit busy with a loud wedding 
taking place at the far end. Katelyn Barber with labrador retriever, Taboo (now CT Katalyst's Off 
Limits RN) ran their track in a blistering 16 minutes, with Taboo hardly picking her head up the 
entire time. It was a lovely thing to watch. This team earned their TDX with us at Smokey House 
2 years ago, putting in a great performance then, as well. 3 year old Taboo is also a certified 
search and rescue cadaver and trailing dog. 
 
The other 4 teams all got going on their tracks but succumbed to following wayward scents or 
walking past articles (me!). It was a fun night and so inspiring to see such a pretty pass. Big 
thanks go to Ginny Wilson for stepping up to take on the Chair/Secretary position and to the 3 
tracklayers for the evening, Karen Ferraro, Bob Giffen and Joyce Pedone. 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 



 
 
  
 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                                      
                                                                    Cecelia Wojciukiewicz with her new puppy! 

 

 

 

 

BRAGS: 
 
 

New Tracking Titles for TCV Members: 
  

New TD: Mie with Niro earned his TD 

Dave Bargfrede with Sequin earned his TD               

Annie Schneider Davis with Luca earned his TD 
Juliana Goodwin with Gabrielle earned her TD 

  

New TDX:  
New VST:  
New CT:  

Puppies:  
 
 
 



Green Mt. Golden Retriever Club Wrap up:   
 
 

A giant Thank You! to everyone who helped out this weekend at the GMGRC trials in Rutland. We 
had a huge number of workers, at the set-up, during the trials and at break-down. I'm not going 
to try to name everyone because I'll leave someone out. Just know that your help is greatly 
appreciated. 
 
Congrats to the following teams: 
 
Charlene and Emma, new RN and CGC-A 
Karen H and Alex, new BN and 2 RA legs 
Joan S and Murphy, 1st CDX leg 
Bev and Imre, 1st CDX leg and 2 RA legs 
Kristie/Kelsey and Ivan, 2 bumper RN legs 
Linda S and Willoughby,  RN bumper leg and Novice Tricks title 
Barb and Autumn, 2 CD legs and 2 RA legs (I believe Barb and Autumn are the only team to 
qualify in all 4 trials) 
Annie and Anya, new CD 
Renee and Ayla, 2 CD legs 
Doris and Pilot, 1 CD and 1 RN leg 
Deb G and Piper, bumper RN leg 
Mie and Elfi, bumper RN leg 
New CGC and Trick Dogs - Micki and Georgia, Micki and Rylee, Debbie S and Baxter, Steve and 
Mystic 
New Trick Dog - Karen S and Olivia, Linda Shelvey and Willoughby 
(I may have left someone off the CGC-Tricks list b/c I don't have it written down. Apologies and 
let me know) 
 

Congratulations to everyone on these wonderful achievements! 



CLUB NEWS 
 

Upcoming Events: 
 

 

               Tibby Chase Rally Clinic Saturday July 29  (See information at end of newsletter) 
Fun Day – August 12 
TDU Clinic – September TBD 
Fall Test- October 15 
TDU Test- November 11 or 25 
 

              

 
 
New Members:  
 
Juliana Goodwin from Danby, Vt. With Gabrielle, GSD. 
 
Eric Weglarz from Hartford, Vt. With his Choc. Lab 
 
                      
 

 
2017 Tracking Club of Vermont Officers and Board Members 

 
President: Charlene Lundeen, Vice President: Mie Kingsley, Treasurer: Pam Badger, Secretary: Joyce Pedone 
 

Board Members: Kristie Adams, Taffy Hyyppa, Patty McWilliams, Kathy Murphy and Glenn Williams   
 

 

 

 

Please send your brags, news, items for sale, ads, pictures, etc….to Linda Shelvey for the next 
Scentinel.  shel@sover.net 

 

Happy Tracking!  

 
In Memory…. 

 

Elle, Ellie, Twisby 
 

 

The trail is cold now but you have followed where I cannot go.  

Nose to the ground, as always, running with fluid stride.  

No harness to impede you, no handler to keep up,...  

Only you and the scent of God who laid your track! 



 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 


